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Feeling free

A big  change in  Parasport  has started in  2015.

Busy as usual in researching new materials and

fabrics, we have started a revolution in modeling

and manufacturing Parasport jumpsuits.

New and innovative fabrics allow a radical change

in  shaping  the  suits,  resulting  in  much  better

comfort in wearing modern jumpsuits, being now

way tighter than they used to be in the past.

At the same time, because of their texture, these

new  fabrics  provide  aerodynamic  performances

that can be balanced with appropriate placement

and model designing, allowing great flight control

with a lower number of different materials.

Also, a great cooperation with top fliers and heavy

tests  both indoor and outdoor resulted in a fast

transition from prototypes to the final product.

We spent quite some time working on this project,

and we're  now releasing  the new line of  freefly

suits, all available starting from July 2015.

So... let us introduce you the first model of the new

“F” Series jumpsuits, the F1!

Designed to be comfortable, easy to fly, durable,

reliable, and cool, it's designed to be affordable for

everyone.  Quite  versatile,  it  can  be  used  as

general  purpose  suit,  free-fly  beginner  suit,  or

wind-tunnel flying.

The F1 is all made of WindFlex, a 2-Way lightly

stretch  TACTEL®  based  fabric,  combining

strength  and  durability  with  superior  fit  and

comfort.  The  Teflon  coating  make  the  fabric

breathable, but with some wind protection too.

Standard features include:

 Shaped  reinforcements  on  knees  and

back

 Strong  but  comfortable  elastic  fabric  on

wrists and ankles

 Inner pocket with zipper

 Ergonomic cut of armpits and arms

 New  Parasport  logo,  embroidered  on

front, thermal transferred on back
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 Comfortable fit

 Standard  colors  (one  main  color,  black

details)

 Standard sizes (see below!)

 Fast delivery times (average 4 weeks)

Available soon as charged options:

 Custom color scheme

 Custom size

 Rush service, 48 hours (real rush!)

As  the  other  Parasport  suits,  the  F1  can  be

personalized  with  embroideries  taken  by  a  rich

catalog we offer!

All the details about the F1 on our website. Also

available soon at drop zones and selected dealers

in standard colors and sizes.

Standard colors list

White Grey Yellow

Lime Neon Green Orange

Red Neon Red Royal Blue

Neon Blue Navy Blue Black
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Do I really need custom sizes?

Well, it depends... Standard sizes are not covering

100%  of  the  people,  but  there  are  very  good

chances that you will  find a standard size fitting

you  well!  This  has  clear  advantages,  for  us  as

manufacturers, for our dealers, and for jumpers. 

As manufacturer, we can organize the production

better, allowing more favorable prices.

A dealer can stock standard sizes, with faster re-

assorting time, to serve better his own customers.

Jumpers  can  take  advantage  of  a  good  quality

product,  at  a  reasonable  price,  with  a  short

delivery time.  And if  lucky enough,  a  suit  fitting

may be at the DZ shop!

We  have  designed  the  new  models  with  the

standard sizes in mind, and we have set 7 sizes

for men, and 7 for women (yes, we noticed that

man and women are different). This will give great

flexibility and more chances to find a standard size

to fit a person.

So, what should I do to choose the standard size

that  would  fit  me?  Well,  first  of  all  look  at  the

measurements  chart!  This  is  important  as  you

should pick the size by the measurements, not by

its name... From the measurement chart you will

easily  find  if  a  size  fits  you  tight  or  loose,  and

decide which is best.

Another option is to try a suit in a standard size at

a dealer's  shop, and once found the best  fitting

one, place the order thru the dealer. Or just buy

the one you tried!

What if  a standard size does not  fit  as I  would

like? Well, just order a custom size suit! Suits are

available in both standard and custom sizes,  so

it's customer choice of cost and time.
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